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Introduction Methodology
The severe acute respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic, which 

is widely referred to as “COVID-19”, has been 

infecting more than 5.5 million over 144 

countries. A vaccine is considered to be the most 

awaiting intervention. and hundreds of global 

R&D institutions engaged in unprecedented 

speed to develop the vaccine. The availability 

of COVID-19 vaccines may not translate 

into its uptake. Although governments will 

provide the vaccines, their uptake is voluntary. 

The study was cross-sectional, descriptive analysis 
conducted to obtain reliable information about the 
acceptance of COVID 19 vaccine and it is 
determinants among high-risk groups living in 
Mogadishu, Somalia. The calculated sample size 
was 404 using Cochran’s formula= Z2p (1-p)/d 2 
and addition of 5% nonrespondent rate. According 
to PESS population estimate in 2020 there are 17 
districts. we grouped them into 2 strata and through 
simple random sampling one district was selected 
form each strata. After randomly selecting the two 
districts three sub districts was randomly selected 
from each and then every second house(1, 3 , 5) 
in the main roads will be selected. If target population 
were not found in the second selected house, the 
next house will be taken until sample size is obtained. 

ConclusionResults
 67.4% of respondents were willing to accept 

and take vaccination while 32.6% of them were 

not accepting the vaccination. Not believing 

in the vaccine and being afraid of the side 

effect were the most common reasons for 

not accepting the vaccine Conclusion: about 

one third of respondents (32.6%) were not 

willing to accept the vaccination. Knowledge 

towards COVID 19 was strongly associated 

with acceptance level of COVID 19 vaccine. 

COVID 19 is a deadly viral infection and 

since the vaccine is the only hope; awareness 

campaign to raise communities’ knowledge 

towards the disease is necessary to increase their 

adherence and acceptance towards the vaccination
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